
Topics

The Teenage Handbook Competition wants you to create artistic expressions by teens for teens
to provide a teen point of view on teen issues. These issues can be about anything that is
relevant or important to you.

Here are some questions that may help you with a topic or issue!

Life at school
- What is life like at school? What is your typical day like? What do you like about school? -
Have you had a hard or easy time transitioning to middle or high school? - Have you
recently moved? Have you moved to a new school? How has it been making

friends? How do you like the culture at your new school or neighborhood?
- How is the school lunch and cafeteria?
- What is your reputation at school? Is it fair? Can you change your reputation? -
What do you love about school?

Teachers
- Do you have a teacher as a mentor? What is the relationship like and how did it arise

and evolve over time?
- Have you gotten in trouble at school? Were you at fault? Were you unfairly blamed? -
Did you do something silly at school? What happened?
- Do you feel that teachers really listen to students? How can it be improved?

Friendships
- Have your friend groups changed over time? Why? How do you feel about it? -
Have you had friends pressure you into doing something you didn’t want to do? -
Do you wish you had “better” friends? What does having “better” friends mean? -
Have your friends ever betrayed or disappointed you?
- Have you ever betrayed or disappointed your friends?
- Have you had any issues with significant others?
- Do you love hanging out with your group? Why is that?
- If you had the chance to tell your friends something without being judged, what would

you say to them?
- What do you do when you are upset with a friend?
- Do you have a BFF? Do you need a BFF? What does having a BFF mean?

School events
- Do you feel like you are missing out at parties or other social activities? - Does
your school have twins-day? Do you like it? How does it make you feel? - What is
your favorite school event?
- Do you go to the school dances? What do you like or not like about them? How does it

make you feel?



Self identity
- How do you self identity?
- Do you think others stereotype you? Do you play up to or try to break that stereotype? -
How do you think others see you? Do you care? Does it matter?
- What are your thoughts about the social groupings at school? Where do you fit? Does it

matter?
- Have you ever been embarrassed or humiliated at school?

Mental Health
- Have you suffered or recovered from any mental health issues?
- What makes you anxious or fearful? How have you dealt with it?
- How would you advise your friends if they were anxious or fearful?

School work and life after school
- What is preventing you from doing better at school?
- Are you struggling at school? Do you want to do better? How does it make you feel? -
What subjects do you dislike? What would make you like them?
- How do we have better conversations about controversial topics at school? -
Are you doing great at school? Does that make you happy or sad?
- Do you feel that your parents have unfair or too high expectations of you? -
Do you think you may not be able to complete high school?
- What are your plans after you graduate high school?
- How are you feeling during the college application process?

- Do you feel like you won’t be able to do what you really want to do after school? Why?

Managing time
- Do you struggle managing technology?
- What is your relationship with technology or social media?
- Do you find yourself doom scrolling or spending too much time on youtube? -
Do you have problems with procrastinating?
- Do you have a part time job and how do you balance that with schoolwork? -
Do you have to take care of your grandparents, parents or a sibling? - Do you
have to juggle school work with a part time job?

Sports
- Do you play on a sports team at school or club? Do you enjoy it or hate it? -
Do you feel like you get enough time on your sports team?
- Do your parents force you to play and compete in sports?
- Do your parents give you a hard time if you don’t play well at a competition? -
Do you enjoy playing sports? What would make you enjoy it more?

Racism and bullying



- Have you experienced racism or discrimination from other students or teachers? How
did you feel? What did you do about it?

- Have you ever been called a hurtful or racist insult at school?
- How can schools better deal with racist incidents?
- Have you been racist to someone and regretted it? How did you make things right? -
Have you unfairly been accused of racism?
- How do we have a frank and productive discussion about race at school? -
Do you or your friends care about race?
- Have you been teased or bullied physically or online?

Appearance and economic
- Do you feel uncomfortable about how your body looks?
- Have you felt social pressure to “look better” or “look like everyone else”? -
What do you wear at or after school?
- Do you feel pressure to wear nice clothes, makeup, or jewelry?
- Do you ever feel hungry?
- Are you worried about money in school?
- Are you worried about money after school?
- Do you have issues affording school events, trips or activities?

Regardless of the topic you chose, we’d love to hear your perspective! These questions may
help you get started…How did it make you feel? How did you deal with the issue? Given your
experience would you give any advice to help others going through the same issue? You are
free to address the topic any way you choose - by going deep and addressing just one part of
the issue orby even raising more questions.



Media

Any form of creative expression is welcome. Here are some guidelines on time and word limits.

Media Time or Word Limit Uploading suggestions

Film 3 minutes Uploaded to Youtube with the link in the
submission form.

Essay 1250 words Google document with link in the
submission form. Give access to
teenhandbookproject@gmail.com

Story 1250 words Google document with link in the
submission or PDF

Music 3 minutes Upload to Soundcloud with link in the

submission form. Make sure to publish the
audio as public.

Podcast 5 minutes Uploaded to soundcloud with a link
in the submission. Make sure to
publish the audio as public.

Painting, Collage,
Drawing, Photography

1 image If the file is too big to attach to the form,
use a Google Drive folder with a link in
the submission.

Artist statement
The artist statement must be written in the submission box on the Teenage Handbook website.
It cannot be over 500 words. You may not need as many words in your Artist statement if you
submit an essay or story. However, for media other than an essay or story, the artistic
statement is as important as the artistic creation.

mailto:teenhandbookproject@gmail.com


Key rules

1. Your work should be productive to help you or other teens. The work may help you
convey your feelings or emotions about an issue. It may give advice to other teens, be a
call to action or suggest teens to ask for help. It may seek to create empathy about an
issue or group. Or it may be used to encourage further thought about a controversial or
sensitive issue.

2. Copyright material of any kind, including music, sounds or clips, are prohibited

3. Derogatory or inappropriate content or language used in an unacceptable way may
immediately disqualify your entry.

4. In order for maximum fairness for each contestant, one submission per person is
allowed. The submissions are separated from Middle Schoolers (Grades 6th-8th) and
High Schoolers(Grades 9th-12th)



Grading rubric

Criteria Score:
(_/15)

Theme, purpose and artist statement:
- Was the artist's statement clear, concise and relevant?

- Was the artist’s stated purposes clearly thought out and achieved? -
If applicable, how well does the work inspire others, by making the
audience think, take action, reach out to someone, encourage better
behavior?
- If applicable, does the work show the artist working through an issue,

creating empathy or encouraging further thought?

Technique and conventions:
- If applicable, did the student choose and control media and tools

effectively to enhance the appearance of the work?
- If applicable, was the work mechanically correct or used appropriately

(eg. spelling, punctuation pronunciation)?
- Was the media an effective way of emphasizing the theme? - A lot of
time does not need to be spent on the work, but what is the overall
appearance of the work and does it help or hinder the theme?

Personal expression and voice:
- How imaginative, creative and original was the work?
- Was the work unique, individual and developed to present fresh

concepts that are imaginative and inventive?
- How convincing and credible is the work?
- Does the work have conviction and take risks in an appropriate way?

Respectfulness:
- Is the content respectful?
- Is it not inappropriate content and language used in a non-productive
way?
- Are there no inappropriate, harmful, hateful or counterproductive
messages being communicated?

Final Grade: (__/30)




